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**Synopsis:**  
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The Naval Research Laboratory has a requirement for 4 each 26-9GHZ Coupler, 2.92MM, Input = M, Output = F, Coupler = F. PN: 26402K-409. 10 each 26-40GHZ 10DB Coupler, 2.92MM, Input = M, Output = F, Coupled = F. PN: 26401K-409. 4 each 26-40GHZ 10DB Coupler, 2.92MM, Input = F, Output = M, Coupled = F. PN: 26401K-353. 3 each MLDD 2-Way Power Divider, 3-45GHZ, 2.4MM, FFF. PN: 6030450. 2 each 2-50GHZ Directional Detector, 2.4MM, Input - F, Output = M, Coupled = SMA F. PN: 202050013-771. 5 each 2-8GHZ Directional Detector, SMA, Input = F, Output = F, Coupled = SMA F. PN: 120420S. 5 each 2-8GHZ Directional Couplers, SMA, 20DB, Input = M, Output = F, Coupled = F. PN: 10200802-030. 5 each 2-8GHZ Directional Couplers, SMA, 10DB, Input = M, Output = M, Coupled = F. PN: 102008010-155. 5 each 2-8GHZ Directional Couplers, SMA, 10DB, Input = M, Output = F, Coupled = F. PN: 102008010-030. 5 each 2-8GHZ Directional Couplers, SMA, 6DB, Input = M, Output = F, Coupled = F. PN: 102008006-030. (Microsoft IE required). Additional specifications and opening and closing dates will appear in the RFQ. The proposed contract is 100% set aside for small business concerns. Copies of issued solicitation can only be obtained by downloading then from the Supply and Information Services Division website [http://supply.nrl.navy.mil](http://supply.nrl.navy.mil). This requirement will be available for downloading the 16th day after publication of this synopsis. Prior to this date you will not be able to access this information.
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